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Making data relevant to business
Modem analytics can increase the efficiency of business learning through systematic experimentation
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way that
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- Professor Steven
plaoes il lhe w011d can bring togelher suong academic
12-rnonlh period. Recent projects at lhe intersection customers and data - and combine analytics with
Miller Cabove), De•n of
spending and investments related to AnaJytics are

August, they could choose a new subject as their
second major: analylics.

research

capability with

industry projects,
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AdVanced Business Technology 2nd major within SIS
ilsell. As of this year, they can also lake up the

university's new cross·disciplinary analylics 2nd
majo<. which is designed and managed by SIS lor lhe
entire university.

coorcfinale actoss the private sector. government,
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us 10 move quickly in this rapidfy evolving area. and is analytics, accounting analytics, urban and regia:nal
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can pursue career opportunities related to supply

participation In online social network communities.

capacity planninQ and management Those trained In

content, smartphone usage, and widespread

For example, tllose trained in operational analytics

chain, demand forecasting, or manpower and

have caused an explosion of demand for trained mar1<e11ng analyiiCS have opportunities in digital and
analylics professionals. Companies now lly to gain a social media, digital markeling, and other areas ot
oompelitive edge using what is known as 'Big Data'. mar1<e1in9 as wefl.
Big Data connotes the massive increase in the
Promment multinational technology firms have

scale and diversllicalion o4 data generated, as well as come knocking. "Facebook and Google In Singapore
data collected and anatysed. Data is now being
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generated and conected In huge volumes. at high
speeds. and in all kinds or varieties - not only capabilities. the SMU business and management
background, and specific analytic courses taken like
photos. videos. etc. While il has become dramatically computational thinking, visual analytics and data
numbers, but also text, emails, SMS messages.

cheaper to collect and process data on a per unit

mini~... said

more people to work in the 'data value chain' -
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basis, companies are Onding !hey need more and

Prof Miller.
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organising and managing data. analysing data, consulling and advisory worl< that very often includes
inte<preting outputs, and communicating conclusions analylics. In addition, !he Big Four have also request·
to an ever expanding number ot people inside and ed SMU's accounting school to trail more sludents in
outside the organisation. As a result, business aooounting analylics. "As a result, we have pannered
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ol financial services and analytics have included
marketing campaign analytics for bank cred~ cards,
fraud detection analytics. as well as analylics for time. With modem analytics though, we can move
from lrial·and-error to systematic experimentation
Improving caSh and treasury operations.
Prof Miller recalled a notable capstone project by a and substanlia.lly increase lhe efficiency and scale ol
former MITB student who was an experienoed data learning actoss lhe enterprise. This is what Scalable
Learning is about," said Prof M~ler.
In conclusion, he noted, "Through our analylics~~=a?r:n~~u:,:~~~~k~r:~~= relaled
education, R&D projects and Industry
modello figure out how to map lhe bank's forecast ol collaborations.
we are Qetling students, research
future levelS activity by each ol its business units into
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and operational costs. "This project was fantastic

because it required Integrating

know~how

across

financial servioes business units. operational
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From Trial and Error to Systematic
and Scalable Leaming
Based on his el<lensive lnc:fustry Interactions through
lhe School of Information Systems and through the
LARC and Livelabs projects. Prof Miller realised
!here ate paradigm shills going on thai mosl ol lhe
business community has not caught onto yet.
"Many business people who are aware or analy1ics
mistakenfy think that because there is so much

publicity lor new and better approaches 10 predictive
analytics lhat they can eventually overcome most of

the uncertainly they lace as business decision
makers. Thafs not going to happen. because the
world somehow always finds new and interesting
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these new methods and technologies. We are

delighted thai SMU overall, and our School ol
Information Systems in particular. has become an
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This is the fifth in a monthly
series by the Singapore
Management University. Next
month's feature will examine
future trends in management
education and potential new
business models.
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